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Pressure-softening of zone-edge TA phonons and the fourfold to sixfold phase change
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The observed tendency in tetrahedral solids for the pressure-induced softening of zone-edge TA phonons to
correlate with the threshold pressure PT of the fourfold to sixfold phase change is examined for 25 materials.
A strong correlation is found for an effective pressure shift obtained by using a simple tight-binding model to
exclude the frequency-stiffening non-central-force contribution to the zone-edge TA modes. The correlation is
further improved by accounting for the material’s shear rigidity. A parameter Pcorrel

T is defined that correlates
linearly to PT with near-unity slope and high quality factor up to the transition of BP at ∼1.6 Mbar. The
pressure-softening of the zone-edge TA modes is driven by the negative tension produced in the bonds by
compression. This tension originates from increased electron-overlap repulsion, which modifies the metallic
and ionic character of the bonding, leading eventually to the phase change. This is the underlying mechanism
that links the pressure-softening of the zone-edge TA phonons to the phase transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.104.054105

I. INTRODUCTION

The pressure-induced phase transitions in tetrahedral crys-
tals can provide insight into the competition among bonding
forces to form different high-density structures. In dia-
mond, zinc blende, and wurtzite structure solids, the lowest
hydrostatic-pressure transition entails, in general, a change
from fourfold to sixfold coordination. (See Ref. [1] and
citations therein.) The transformed lattice depends on the
material’s ionicity—tetragonal β-Sn structure for group IV
materials, orthorhombic Cmcm structure for many of the III-
V’s, and cubic rocksalt structure for the group III nitrides and
most of the II-VI’s [2]. These transitions are first order in char-
acter, exhibiting large discontinuities in volume (∼10%–20%)
and enthalpy brought on by the fourfold to sixfold bonding
change. The structural changes proceed by nucleation, and are
often reversible. At room temperature the macroscopic growth
of transformed domains is frequently sluggish, contributing to
pressure hysteresis between the observed forward and reverse
transitions [3].

In a large majority of these solids, the frequencies of trans-
verse acoustic phonons belonging to the lowest-frequency
TA branch exhibit negative pressure coefficients over wide
regions of the Brillouin zone [4–7]. This softening generally
occurs for modes extending from the zone edge to deep inside
the zone, and often to the q ∼ 0 sound waves along directions
that correspond to strains of various symmetries [8,9]. The
effect of compression on the frequency νi of a mode i is
often expressed in terms of the mode Grüneisen parameter γi

defined by

γi ≡ −
(

∂ ln ν

∂ ln V

)
i

= Bo

(
∂ ln ν

∂P

)
i

, (1)

where Bo is the bulk modulus.
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Early pressure-Raman studies by the present author found
an approximate linear correlation between the negative γi of
the zone-edge TA(X ) phonons and the forward onset pressure
PT of the fourfold to sixfold transitions in Si, GaP, ZnS, ZnSe,
and ZnTe [4,10]. This correlation was subsequently tested in
experiments on Ge, GaAs, InP, and two zinc-blende-like chal-
copyrites (chp) CuGaS2 and AgGaS2 [11,12]. Arora used the
reported pressure data for 12 semiconductors to examine both
γi and Bo/γi for linear relationships between mode-softening
and PT [13]. More recently a correlation test on γi was ex-
tended to much higher pressures using Raman results on SiC,
AlN, GaN, and BeO [14]. For the latter solids, it was found
that mode-softening was either weak or absent (γi > 0), and
these materials could not be fit into the approximate linear
pattern noted for γi vs PT at lower pressures. These subsequent
studies concluded that the correlation originally proposed in
Ref. [10] had only limited applicability.

Evidence has emerged that the transition mechanism of the
fourfold to sixfold change in these materials involves an in-
termediate metastable state that carries the lattice between its
equilibrium end structures. Experiments and ab initio calcula-
tions indicate that this state forms in <100 ps via shear-strain
distortions, for which the corresponding q ∼ 0 TA phonons
soften with pressure [e.g., strains dominated by (C11-C12)]
[15–17]. Orthorhombic or tetragonal metastable states appear
to offer the most likely transition paths. Given the evidence
for these states, it was found in Ref. [8] that the zone-edge TA
softening bears only an indirect relation to the transition. In
this view the pressure response of the zone-edge TA phonons
merely serves as an approximate gauge of the general soften-
ing across the lowest TA branch.

The question remains: To what extent are the underly-
ing changes in bonding forces that raise the free energy of
the fourfold phase relative to the sixfold phase reflected in
the softening of the zone-edge TA modes? This is the issue
addressed here. The present study explores in greater detail
the approximate correlation between the observed PT and
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the pressure-softening of zone-edge (or zone-edge-like; see
below) TA phonons. The available data for 25 tetrahedral
materials are surveyed, including also results from different
researchers on the same material or its isotope-pure vari-
ants. The study differs from prior analyses of this correlation
in several ways. (1) Operationally, the analysis focuses on
(∂ ln ν/∂P)i which (rather than γi) is usually the primary
measured pressure shift. (2) The quantity (∂ ln ν/∂P)i is mod-
ified to account for competing forces, retaining only the part
responsible for softening. (3) The shear modulus G is ex-
plicitly included in the correlation test. One finds that the
results reinforce the rationale for connecting zone-edge TA
mode-softening to the phase transitions.

II. APPROACH

For simplicity the generic notation TA(ze) is used to signify
the modes that are considered in the present PT -correlation
test. For all the fcc crystals (except 3C-SiC), TA(ze) denotes
phonons from the flat section of the lowest TA branch span-
ning the X to K points. [In 3C-SiC the TA(L) mode is used;
its pressure shift is generally similar to that of TA(X , K)
in zinc blende compounds.] In hexagonal wurtzite (wz) and
tetragonal chalcopyrite (chp) materials, respectively, the E2

and �5 optical modes at q ∼ 0 are zone-folded analogs of
the zone-edge TA phonons in fcc structures [18,19]. These
zone-folded modes are L-like (in wz) and X -like (in chp), and
the pressure-softening of their Raman frequencies is used to
include wz and chp crystals in an expanded PT -correlation
test.

Dimensionally, it makes sense to look for a linear relation-
ship of PT with the quantity (−∂ ln ν/∂P)−1

TA(ze), rather than
with γTA(ze) [13]. This approach is pursued here. However,
it becomes problematic for materials such as BP, AlN, and
BeO in which the zone-edge (or zone-edge-like) TA frequen-
cies have positive pressure shifts [14,20]. This implies an
unrealistic discontinuity in the correlation between PT and
(−∂ ln ν/∂P)−1

TA(ze).
To overcome this, the experimental values of

(∂ ln ν/∂P)TA(ze) are adjusted in a physically meaningful
way. Consider specifically the important TA(X ) and TA(L)
modes. Xu et al. [21] employ a tight-binding treatment to
show that the main contributions to the Grüneisen parameters
of these bond-bending modes in group IV solids lead to the
expression

γ = 2

3
− 4C√

3

Bodo

mω2
o

, (2)

with do the bond length, ωo the phonon angular frequency, m
the atomic mass, and C = 1 or 2 for TA(L) or TA(X ). The
first right-hand term acts to stiffen the phonon frequency with
pressure, whereas the second term softens the frequency. The
stiffening term arises from noncentral angular forces. In the
bond-orbital model, the energy associated with a change δθ of
the bond angle is 
ε ∼ 〈η〉(δθ )2. Here 〈η〉 is a matrix element
between bond orbitals. 〈η〉 varies as 1/d2

o , and δθ ≈ u/do

for atomic displacement u. Hence, the noncentral interactions
give rise to a force constant kθ ∼ d−4

o , yielding the term 2/3
in Eq. (2). This term is independent of material parameters.

TABLE I. Values used here for the bulk modulus Bo, the shear
modulus G, and the ratio G/Bo. All values derive from measured
elastic constants unless theory is indicated. The data source is
Ref. [25] except where noted.

Material Bo (GPa) G (GPa) G/Bo

(structure) Reuss Reuss

Si 97.88 64.97 0.66
3C-SiC 221.7 [26] 185.3 [26] 0.84
Ge 68.87 54.18 0.79
BP 162 [20] 160a [20,27] 0.99

theory theory
AlN (wz) 210.4 [28] 132.7 [28] 0.63
AlP 89.73 [29] 45.07 [29] 0.50

theory theory
AlSb 58.17 30.50 0.52
GaN (wz) 210.8 [28] 118.4 [28] 0.56
GaP 88.19 53.40 0.61
GaAs 75.53 44.73 0.59
GaSb 56.27 32.78 0.58
InN (wz) 146.4 [28] 58.45 [28] 0.40
InP 71.10 32.33 0.46
InAs 57.94 27.63 0.48
BeO (wz) 249.4 [30] 158.5 [30] 0.64
ZnO (wz) 142.5 46.20 0.32
ZnS 74.50 27.79 0.37
ZnSe 65.60 27.02 0.41
ZnTe 50.90 22.04 0.43
CdS (wz) 60.64 16.88 0.28
Cd0.6Mn0.4Te 40.33 [31] 12.11 [31] 0.30
CuCl 39.80 8.662 0.22
CuBr 37.77 7.472 0.20
CuGaS2 (chp) 97.90 [32], 74.46 [33] 40.41 [32], 24.04 [33] 0.37b

theory, theory theory, theory
AgGaS2 (chp) 66.25 [32] 17.32 [32] 0.26

aThe Reuss value of G here is obtained from the calculated GV in
Ref. [20] scaled by GR/GV found in a similar calculation in Ref. [27].
bAverage from Refs. [32,33].

The second term is due to compression of the bonds; it
derives from central forces. Pressure introduces a negative
(compressive) increment of tension TP in the bonds. For the
bond-bending motions in the TA(X or L) modes, this creates a
counter-restoring force with spring constant kcent = 2CTP/do.
Xu et al. obtain the second term in Eq. (2) by equating
the elastic compression energy with the work against TP to
uniformly contract the bonds. This is the physical origin of
the pressure-induced softening of the zone-edge TA(X or L)
modes.

One expects that only the softening component of the
zone-edge TA-phonon pressure shift should closely reflect
the changes in bonding forces that destabilize the tetra-
hedral lattice. Consequently, in the present study the test
for a correlation between PT and the softening of zone-
edge TA modes is conducted using the modified pressure
shift,

(
∂ ln ν

∂P

)∗

TA(ze)

=
(

∂ ln ν

∂P

)
TA(ze)

− 2

3Bo
, (3)
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TABLE II. Values used for the transition pressures PT , frequencies νTA(ze), rates of shift (∂ ln ν/∂P)TA(ze), and correlation-test pressure
Pcorrel

T . Columns 2–4 are from experiment except as noted. Uncertainty estimates are in parentheses.

Material PT νTA(ze) (∂ ln ν/∂P)TA(ze) Pcorrel
T

(structure) (GPa) (cm−1) (10−3/GPa) (GPa)

Si 11.70 151.0 [4,5] −13.9(2.7)a [4,5], −18.0(0.6)b [4,5] 14.7(1.9)
3C-SiC 100.0 [34] 266.0c [11,35] −1.89(0.35)c [11,35] 85.3(6.1)
Ge 10.60 81.6d [11], 81.5e [11] −16.0(0.4)d [11], −20.6(0.7)e [11] 14.2(1.2)

83.0 [6] −17.6(2.0) [6]
BP 160.0 [36] 310.5 [20] +1.10 [20] 164

theory
AlN (wz) 22.90 [37] 247.2f [14,38,39] +0.32(0.12)f [14,38,39] 111(5.6)
AlP 14.20 137.5 [29] −27.6 [29] 7.16

theory theory
AlSb 8.10 69.5 [40] −27.1(2.2) [40] 6.79(0.39)
GaN (wz) 52.20 [41] 144.0g [39,18] −2.08(0.62)g [39] 55.5(6.6)

48.00 [18] −1.74g [18]
GaP 26.00 104.7 [4,5] −8.06(0.36) [4,5] 19.4(0.4)
GaAs 17.30 80.2 [22] −15.6(1.2) [22], −21.5(0.7) [42] 10.2(1.8)

81.4 [43] −25.5 [43]
GaSb 7.65 56.5 [7] −46.9(2.1) [7] 4.96(0.18)
InN (wz) 12.10 [41] 88.0g [44] −4.55g [44] 21.9

13.50 [45]
InP 9.80 67.5 [42] −28.7(1.4) [42] 5.97(0.22)
InAs 7.60 53.0 [46] −37.6 [47] 4.86

theory
BeO (wz) 137.0 [48] 338.0g [49] +0.19(0.28)g [49] 128(14)
ZnO (wz) 9.10 99.0g [50,51] −9.41g [50], −11.5g [51] 10.7(1.1)
ZnS 14.70 90.0 [4,10] −19.4(1.9) [4,10] 6.58(0.44)
68Zn 32S 14.70 88.6 [52,53] −16.1(1.6) [52] 7.44(0.47)
ZnSe 13.00 69.5 [4,10] −21.6(0.7) [4,10] 6.48(0.14)
68Zn 76Se 13.00 69.5 [54] −23.2(0.8) [54] 6.17(0.14)
ZnTe 9.50 55.0 [4,10,55] −30.5(3.9) [4,10], −30.2(1.3) [55] 4.98(0.30)
64Zn Te 9.50 55.1 [54] −29.4(2.2) [54] 5.10(0.25)
CdS (wz) 2.34 42.0g [51] −44.8g [51] 2.49
Cd0.6Mn0.4Te 3.20 [56,57] 42.0 [56] −60.0(5.5) [56,57] 1.96(0.14)
CuCl 5.10 [58] 34.5 [59] −36.7 [59,60] 2.04
CuBr 4.80 [58] 36.5 [59] −10.3 [59,60] 3.54
CuGaS2 (chp) 16.50 [12] 75.0h [12], 74.0h [61] −8.53(0.43)h [12], −9.46h [61] 11.1(0.33)
AgGaS2 (chp) 4.20 [12] 36.0h [12] −72.2(3.6)h [12] 1.59(0.07)

aFrom best fit of Si data up to 12.1 GPa.
bFrom best fit of Si data up to 9.0 GPa.
cFor TA(L) mode.
dFor νTA(X) vs pressure.
eFor νTA(X) vs volume.
fAverage of the cited results for lowest q ∼ 0 E2 mode.
gFor lowest q ∼ 0 E2 mode.
hFor lowest q ∼ 0 �5 mode.

where the first right-hand term is the experimentally observed
shift. This modified shift is negative for the 25 materials
studied here, including BP, AlN, and BeO.

One should also take into account the shear rigidity of the
material because the observed PT are elevated by energy barri-
ers associated with shear strain. Two considerations motivate
this, the need for shear strain to drive the transitions, and
the tendency for rigid materials to resist macroscopic phase
growth. Examples are the enthalpy to create an orthorhom-
bic intermediate state in the zinc blende to rocksalt change
[16,17], and the mechanical barriers due to grain-boundary-
like dislocations at the surface of local transformed domains

during nucleation [3,22]. The ratio of shear to bulk moduli
G/Bo is a measure of a material’s shear rigidity vs its cohesive
strength [23]. It is included in our PT -correlation test as a
factor that increases the test parameter for higher ratio values.
Bo and G are obtained using the standard Reuss formulas for
the ambient structures [24].

In view of the above considerations, our correlation anal-
ysis will compare the measured values of PT to the test
parameter,

Pcorrel
T = − G

2Bo

{(
∂ ln ν

∂P

)∗

TA(ze)

}−1

. (4)
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The factor 2 in the denominator relates Eq. (4) to the pressure
variation of a mode’s force constant.

III. RESULTS

Tables I and II list the values of the quantities used to com-
pute Pcorrel

T . They are obtained from a survey of the literature
for the 25 materials treated in this study. All values are from
experiment except in cases where successful measurements
are unavailable, which is indicated by including the word
theory under a cited value. If a substance has the wurtzite
(wz) or chalcopyrite (chp) structure at 1 atm, this is noted
in parentheses after the material designation. In Table I the
bulk and shear moduli are computed from elastic constant
data by means of the Reuss approximation expressions [24];
for AlP and CuGaS2 only theoretical elastic constants were
available, and for BP calculated moduli in excellent agreement
with recent hardness experiments were used [20]. The Reuss
approximation gives a lower limit average for Bo and G in
polycrystalline material assuming uniform stress. For uni-
form strain the Voigt approximation supplies an upper limit.
The numerical difference between these limits is generally
small. The uniform stress formulation seems most appropri-
ate here, since the transitions proceed by growth of domains
that experience large volume reductions and local surface
strains.

In Table II the second column lists the observed forward
transition pressures PT . Many of these values are taken from
the 2003 review by Mujica et al. [1], and are pressures mea-
sured in various x-ray experiments, referenced therein. For
materials not treated in that review, the PT values come from
other measured data sources, and for BP (PT not yet measured)
from ab initio theory, as cited in the table for these substances.
The Table II caption and footnotes specify the identities of the
TA(ze) modes for the different materials. The 1 atm frequen-
cies νTA(ze) are drawn from Raman or neutron scattering data.
In column 4 the fractional pressure shifts (∂ ln ν/∂P)TA(ze) are
mainly from pressure-Raman experiments (except for GaSb
and one Ge datum from neutron scattering). Theoretical val-
ues are used for νTA(ze) in AlP and for (∂ ln ν/∂P)TA(ze) in AlP
and InAs, again absent measured results in these cases. The
uncertainties in the pressure shifts, if stated by the authors, ap-
pear in parentheses. The last column lists the values of Pcorrel

T
computed via Eqs. (3) and (4). For materials with multiple
values of (∂ ln ν/∂P)TA(ze) in column 4, Pcorrel

T is the resulting
average. The listed uncertainties in Pcorrel

T derive from the
pressure-shift uncertainties.

The graph in Fig. 1 shows the result of plotting PT against
Pcorrel

T for the 25 materials in this study. The solid line is
a linear least square fit to the data, excluding only the AlN
point. The spread in the data points (many of which overlap)
is influenced by uncertainties in both Pcorrel

T and PT . Estimates
of the former appear in Table II for many of the materials;
estimates of the latter are difficult because observations of PT

are measurement and sample dependent. Error bars for the
uncertainty in Pcorrel

T are included in Fig. 1 where data points
would not be obscured. The size of the typical uncertainty
in Pcorrel

T is comparable to the deviation of the points from
the fitted line, supporting the ability of the data to define
correlated behavior. AlN is clearly an exception that does

rms

(ze)
PT

s
d

FIG. 1. Plot of the measured pressure PT for the fourfold to
sixfold transition in the 25 considered materials vs Pcorrel

T computed
using Eqs. (3) and (4). See Table II for numerical values. Solid line
is a linear fit to the data points excluding AlN; best fit parameters are
shown at upper left.

not conform to the pattern of the other materials. One might
consider whether InN also falls outside this pattern. However,
given the uncertainties in Pcorrel

T , and the proximity of GaN to
the fitted line, it is appropriate to include InN with the main
group. The linear fit in Fig. 1 has a slope close to unity, an
intercept near the origin (at PT ∼ 2.4 GPa), an Adj. R-square
factor of 0.978, and an rms deviation of ±5.76 GPa. The Fig. 1
results show that Pcorrel

T exhibits a clear linear correlation with
the observed transition pressures PT . Although this correlation
is approximate, it nevertheless reveals a strong trend that
extends into the megabar regime.

In order to separate and better identify the data points for
different materials, Fig. 2 is presented for the reader’s conve-
nience. This figure displays a plot of the same data values as
in Fig. 1, but on a log-log scale. Likewise, the solid curve in
Fig. 2 is the fitted line of the previous figure transferred to the
log-log scale. The correlation of the data with the fitted line
(excluding AlN) is again apparent.

IV. DISCUSSION

Analysis of the correlated behavior between PT and Pcorrel
T

leads to several insights. The assertion of Lambrecht and his
co-workers [8] that the softening of zone-edge TA phonons
bears only an indirect relation to the transition is a reasonable
starting point. There is no necessary correspondence between
the transformed structures and the symmetry of the zone-edge
TA modes that undergo the strongest pressure-softening. The
strain distortions required to transform the lattices between
their equilibrium structures cannot be supplied directly by
the zone-edge TA modes. The orthorhombic intermediate
states [15–17] considered for the pathways between the zinc
blende or the wurtzite and the rocksalt structures require shear
strains that involve C44 and (C11-C12) [9]. Alternatively, it is
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PT
(ze)

FIG. 2. Plot for clarity on a log-log scale of the same PT vs Pcorrel
T

data points and linear fit as given in Fig. 1. Numbers label the data
points according to the material key at lower right.

conceivable that some type of anharmonic interaction might
involve the zone-edge TA modes more directly. However,
in any case, the correlation in Fig. 1 demonstrates that the
softening of the zone-edge (or zone-edge analog) TA(X , K , L)
phonons, and the softening of the q ∼ 0 shear modes that drive
the structural changes, originate in the same pressure-induced
variation of bonding forces.

Which forces are responsible? The tight-binding model
leading to Eq. (2) shows that the balance between central
and noncentral nearest-neighbor restoring forces is crucial
for the bond-bending zone-edge TA modes. Applied pres-
sure strengthens the noncentral angular restoring forces. In
contrast, under pressure the central force contribution causes
softening of these bond-bending frequencies due to the com-
pressive (negative) tension induced in the bonds. That is,
the softening occurs because the interatomic distance is
decreased, and with that change comes increased electron-
electron overlap repulsion. This tends to redistribute the
valence electron density, modifying the metallic and ionic
character of the bonding to different degrees depending on
the material’s ionicity. The resulting variation in interatomic
forces eventually lowers the binding energy of the fourfold
phase below that of the sixfold phase, which benefits from its
two additional bonds. This qualitative physical picture, based
on conventional bonding ideas in tetrahedral solids, is suffi-
cient to justify a link between the phase transition pressure
and the quantity {(∂ ln ν/∂P)∗TA(ze)}−1.

As anticipated, the factor G/Bo improves the linear correla-
tion with PT . Without this factor there is still an approximate
linear correlation between PT and {(∂ ln ν/∂P)∗TA(ze)}−1, but
it is not as strong. Compared to the fit in Fig. 1, the rms
deviation (±13.6 GPa) is more than two times larger, and
the Adj. R-square factor (0.880) is 10% smaller (again AlN
is excluded from the fit). Additionally, in Fig. 1, the fac-
tor G/Bo increases the linear slope of the correlation from

∼0.76 to near unity. At present the reason for this fortu-
itous and intriguing result, implying that Pcorrel

T ≈ PT , is not
apparent.

Carbon (diamond) is not included in the present study. Its
high-pressure transition has not yet been observed. Detailed
first principles calculations show that diamond is stable until
∼1075 GPa, and then should transform to another fourfold
structure (BC8) [62]. This pressure is an order of magnitude
above the transition range of the other tetrahedral materi-
als treated here. Nevertheless it is instructive to estimate a
value of Pcorrel

T for diamond. The mode Grüneisen param-
eters of diamond for acoustic and optic modes across the
Brillouin zone have been calculated using ab initio density-
functional theory [63]. For the TA(X ) mode the obtained
result is γTA(X) = +0.28. Using this value one may estimate
Pcorrel

T by means of Eqs. (3) and (4) taking Bo = 442.3 GPa
and G = 531.9 GPa (Reuss value) from the diamond elastic
constants [25]. One obtains Pcorrel

T = 684 GPa for diamond,
about 2/3 of the theoretical PT for transition to the BC8
phase.

The differences between the high-pressure phase and sta-
bility of diamond compared to Si and Ge have been attributed
to the tightly bound 2p orbitals of C, which strongly favor
sp3 bonding in that material [64,65]. Similar considerations
apply to the 2p orbitals of N in AlN, but there the 3p Al
orbitals also influence the sp3 bonding. Diamond and AlN are
both materials that fall outside the linear correlation pattern in
Figs. 1 and 2. The origin of these deviations requires further
study.

V. CONCLUSION

The correlation between the threshold pressure PT for the
fourfold to sixfold transition in tetrahedral crystals and the
pressure-softening of their zone-edge TA phonons has been
explored for 25 materials. This correlation was proposed
based on early pressure-Raman studies [4,10], and the evi-
dence for it has been considered repeatedly with inconclusive
findings as to the pressure range, usefulness, and meaning of
the observed behavior [8,14]. The present work demonstrates
that a strong trend for linear correlation indeed exists between
PT and the softening of zone-edge TA modes, when this
softening is expressed in terms of the inverse of an effective
fractional pressure shift. The strength and pressure extent of
this trend depend on (i) including in the effective pressure shift
only the central-force term that actually causes softening, and
(ii) accounting for the material’s shear rigidity. The parameter
Pcorrel

T , defined by Eqs. (3) and (4), is constructed to meet these
criteria by applying the tight-binding model of Xu et al. [21] to
remove the noncentral restoring-force term from the measured
pressure shifts, and by including the factor G/Bo. It is found
that Pcorrel

T and PT correlate linearly with near-unity slope and
with a high quality factor up to the transitions of BeO and BP
in the 1.5 Mbar range. Among the 25 materials surveyed only
AlN falls outside of the correlation, as also does a separate
estimate for diamond.

In tetrahedral solids the pressure-softening of zone-edge
TA modes originates from the negative tension in the
bonds induced by compression. This tension arises from in-
creased overlap repulsion, which modifies the charge density
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distribution, causing changes in interatomic forces and bond-
ing character that drive the phase transition. These underlying
bonding-force changes justify the correlation between the
softening of the zone-edge TA modes (as represented by
Pcorrel

T ) and the threshold PT of the fourfold to sixfold
transition.
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